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From: William Cullen /
To: Gary Demoss; Nilesh Chokshi
Date: 10/8/02 8:22AM
Subject: Re: Davis-Besse

I'm OK with that. See you on Thursday. BC

>>> Nilesh Chokshi 10/08/02 08:20AM >>>
8:30 is fine with me. Thanks for arranging the meeting.

>>> Gary Demoss 10/08/02 08:16AM >>>
I scheduled T OC01 from 8:30 to 9:30 - Let me know if this is OK. We will probably have 4 or 5 people
there - Pat and/or Mike, Bennett Brady, Chris Hunter and 1. Let me know if this is OK. Note we have a
Branch Meeting at 10:30, so we can't go much later.

Gary

>>> Nilesh Chokshi 10/08/02 07:54AM >>>
Gary,

Thursday morning is beeter for me. From MEB, Mark Kirk, myself, Bill Cullen, Rob Tregoning will attend.
We need Pat also at the meeting.

Thanks,

Nilesh

>>> Gary Demoss 10/08/02 07:45AM >>>
Perhaps we can meet today - my schedule is open, but I am unavailable all day tomorrow (Wed.)

Gary

>>> Nilesh Chokshi 10/08/02 07:21AM >>>
Gary,

Yes, wwe need to work together on this review. Ashok has expressed concerns regarding the treatment
of uncertainties several times. We need to inform them about our ongoing work with cracks in cladding
and plans for dealing with uncertainties. Perhaps, we should have a short meeting between two branches.

Thanks,

Nilesh

Nilesh
>>> Gary Demoss 10/08/02 07:16AM >>>
Nilesh,

Pat Baranowsky has asked me to prepare comments and a cover letter on the existing draft TIA prepared
by NRR. Although I am not certain if the comments will actually be released under a Thadani letter, I
intend to prepare the package with that in mind. Would your organization like to work with us on this
package?

Gary DeMoss
415-6225


